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SCALABLE
 ENTERPRISE-CLASS
 TECHNOLOGY



(WITHOUT THE ENTERPRISE-CLASS OVERHEAD)








WHO WE ARE






DGDean is your roll-up-their sleeves technology partner for the projects that you just can’t risk. We’re technologists, developers and innovators that build digital businesses from the ground up. Our proven track record with companies large and small guarantees you’ll deliver on your promises to your business and your customers. Time and time again.








WHY WE’RE DIFFERENT 
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Think, ReThink, Succeed
We move incredibly fast by iterating and reiterating towards perfection.



Just in time technology
We don’t waste your time and money building things you don’t need. Or things your customer may not want.



Simple works
Small, high-quality agile teams guarantee you pay for what you see and what you get.








SERVICES
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Development
Scalable and secure front and backend development that assures your business realizes its full potential.



Dev Ops
As an AWS, Microsoft and Google solution provider, we provide infinitely scalable, on-demand cloud computing at a dramatically lower cost.



Security
We deploy robust strategies and solutions to ensure your customer and business’ data is safe and secure.



Intelligence
Expertise in cloud-based AI, IoT, machine learning and big data can be a game-changer for your business.



Design
Our human-centered design approach ensures the software and systems we deploy are easy-to-use and accessible.








30 YEARS OF INSIGHTS
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What you think you know is wrong
Over and over again, businesses THINK they know what their customers want and burn money and time creating something that was off mark in the first place. So your tech better evolve when you find out what they really want.



Done is better than perfect
Going to market NOW is essential. There’s simply no time to waste. Defining a minimal viable product that gives you speed to market will give you more time to let the people who know best, your customer, define what direction your business needs to go.



Data is the only way to see the future
Extensive data collection, analytics and response is key to evolving your business model to perfection. You need to bring the latest thinking and tools to the table to give you the insights to know where to invest and how to evolve.



The brilliant basics matter
Tech is the backbone of your business. And it better work. Reliably and fast. On any device. That’s a given. Add incredibly easy to use digital experiences to help cover all sides of your success.








THE ALTERNATIVES
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Do what you’re doing now
But then again, you wouldn’t be here if that’s working out ok for you.



Do it yourself
In an ever-changing digital economy, does your internal IT staff have the skills to keep up? If not, we can help.



Turn to cheaper, off-shore alternatives
Off-shore has a role. The foundation of your businesses shouldn’t be one of them.








RECENT CLIENTS
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TESTIMONIALS
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“David has a preternatural ability to right-size every solution for every project. I have never worked with a CTO who better integrates the business mission with the technical solution.
I have said that many times and I have worked with more than a few. And will happily tell you more; all you have to do is give me a call.”
 
Michael Loeb, CEO, Loeb.NYC
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“Loeb Enterprises and Loeb.nyc have partnered with DGDean for over 8 years. During this time, DGDean has successfully worked with us and our partner companies by providing technology services that leverage a multitude of Amazon Web Services offerings. From Network Operations, Web and Application Development, Data Processing, Augmented Reality Applications, and solutions that leverage Artificial Intelligence.
DGDean provides the right solutions, that are cost effective, secure and scale over time. We would recommend DGDean to any company planning to leverage AWS for their technology soltutions.”
 
Rich Vogel, COO/CFO, Loeb.nyc














CASE STUDIES
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How DGDean helped Beeby Clark + Meyler migrate 30 CMS websites to AWS
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How DGDean migrated an Asset Management Group’s workforce and infrastructure to AWS during COVID-19
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DGDEAN NYC
712 5th Ave, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10019
Get Directions

DGDEAN CT
4 Michele Lane
Westport, CT 06880
Get Directions
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